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Abstract- A robust nanoelectromechanical switch is proposed based upon an asymmetric pendant moiety 
anchored to an organic backbone between two C60 fullerenes, which in turn are connected to gold electrodes. 
Ab initio density functional calculations are used to demonstrate that an electric field induces rotation of the 
pendant group, leading to a non-linear current-voltage relation. The non-linearity is strong enough to lead to 
negative differential resistance at modest source-drain voltages.  
 
Introduction 
Biomotors utilising  myosins, kinesins, and dyneins [1-4] have been utilised in several motor-protein driven 
devices for cargo transportation [5, 6] molecule sorting [7, 8], imaging [9] and sensing [10, 11]. In contrast to 
biological machines, which convert energy into directed motion by moving out of thermodynamic 
equilibrium [12-15], artificially designed nanoelectromechanical (NEM) motors operate by moving towards 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Many examples of artificial NEM devices use directed motion [16-26]. For 
example oscillators with frequencies in excess of 1 GHz have been constructed from multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT), where the telescoping nature of the inner carbon nanotubes [27, 28] with very low 
inter-wall friction [29-34] lead to novel electrical properties [35-40]. These examples illustrate how an 
electric field can induce motion and also how a motion-induced change of geometry can affect electrical 
properties. In what follows, our aim is to demonstrate that this coupling between a controlled geometry and 







Figure 1 schematic of the proposed molecular switch where the asymmetric rotor blade is terminated at one end with 
nitrogen and at the other with three fluorine atoms with a single bond linking the rotor to the aromatic backbone. The 
two C60 molecules act as secure anchors for the device and could be connected to gold leads. 
 
As a specific example which demonstrates the general principle, we analyze the molecular-scale NEM 
shown in Fig. 1 whose conformation can be manipulated using an external electric field and whose 
conformation changes feedback to produce a non-linear current-voltage relation. This novel NEM consists of 
a pendant rotor attached by a single carbon bond to an aromatic backbone. The rotor is designed to possess a 
dipole moment aligned along its length such that an applied electric field will cause the rotor to turn relative 
to the aromatic backbone. Our aim is to examine the response of the device to external electric fields and 
determine the change in electrical conductance due to the associated conformational changes when the C60s 
are attached to metallic electrodes. Our calculations will demonstrate that such conformation changes lead to 
negative differential resistance (NDR).  
 
Results and Discussion 
The dumbbell molecular switch shown in Fig.1 consists of three main sections, the backbone, the terminating 
groups and the branch. The backbone consists of five interconnected phenyl rings with attached methyl 
groups to prevent the backbone from twisting and is stabilized at either end by a fullerene, C60 terminating 
group. The C60 at either end not only stabilizes the molecule, but also allows the molecule to appear more 
clearly visible on STM images [41], therefore facilitating experimental STM measurements. The branch 
extends from the central ring of the backbone and is made up of three interlinked arene compounds; the 
central phenyl ring is capped by aniline at one end and terminated with a fluoro-toluene derivative at the 
other, where the hydrogens are replaced by fluorine. As fluorine is the most electronegative element, this 
design will enable the branch to possess a dipole moment. The dipole moment for the combined pendant 
group and backbone as an average of all the rotation angles of the pendant group relative to the backbone is 
approximately 9.4 Debye over a length of 28.23 Å. The length of the pendant group alone is 20.4 Å. The 
variation in the dipole moment, over all rotation angles, is given in figure SI-4 and the lengths in figure SI-5.  
This dipole moment of the branch facilitates the electric field induced rotation required to create a 
switch. By applying an external electric field Eext across the molecule, the additional contribution to the total 
energy is U = −p.Eext where p is the dipole and Eext is the external electric field. In the presence of a uniform 
electric field, the energy landscape of the system will change, with the possibility that the most stable 
rotation angle switches from one value to another. By computing the total energy as a function of rotation 
angle, we thereby obtain an estimate of the size of the electric field required to switch the molecule.  
We use the SIESTA [42] implementation of the density functional theory (DFT) with a van der Waals 
density functional [43, 44] and extended and corrected double zeta polarised basis sets of the pseudo atomic 
orbitals. Geometries were optimised by relaxing the atomic forces to less than 20meV/Å.  The van der Waals 
density functional allows long-range interactions to be taken into account. The total ground-state energy of 
the molecule is calculated to find the energy profile of the molecule with different confirmations. A basis set 
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superposition correction is carried out to account for overlapping basis functions. This correction is 
calculated by taking the relaxed energy of the entire molecule and subtracting the energy of the structural 
relaxation of backbone and the branch separately: UBSC = Umolecule − Ubranch − Ubackbone. Fig.2 shows the 
potential energy profile of the dumbbell molecule against rotation angle of the rotor with respect to the 




Figure 2 The potential energy profile UBSC (eV) calculated from the changes in the total energy of the system against 
rotation angle of the rotor with respect to the backbone as shown in Fig.1 for four applied magnitudes of electric field 
between 1.0 and 3.5 V/nm. Figures a, b, c and d correspond to the directions E(a), E(b), E(c) and E(d) shown in the left-
most figure. The rotation angle is defined in figure 1 and figure SI-2. 240 o corresponds to the pendant group being 
parallel to the backbone as shown in figure 2, whereas 60 o (or equivalently 420 o) corresponds to the pendant group 
making a 30 o angle with the backbone.  The zero-field energy minima are located at rotation angles of 60o and 240o. To 
sample all angles and compute these energy-versus-angle curves, the pendant group was rotated artificially to a chosen 
angle and then the molecule was allowed to relax to a local energy minimum. 
 
Figure 2 shows the energy landscape as a function of rotation angle for four magnitudes of electric field 
between 1.0 and 3.5 V/nm. Figures 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d correspond to the directions E(a), E(b), E(c) and E(d) 
shown in the left-most figure. Only 2a and 2b are relevant to the two-terminal device shown in figure 3a. The 
plot in figure 2c and 2d are relevant to a three terminal device containing a gate electrode able to create a 
field perpendicular to the length of the molecule. In what follows, we focus on a two-terminal device only, 
since this is likely to be realised in the laboratory. At zero temperature, the rotation angle coincides with the 
global minimum of the energy curves. At finite temperature, the above minima correspond to the most-
probable rotation angles, but other angles can be sampled, according to the Boltzmann factor (see equation 4 
below). At zero field, the energy minima occur at θA = 60◦ and θB = 240◦. In both positions, the branch is 
parallel to the backbone and there is a significant overlap between one of the phenyl rings on the backbone 
with the aniline capped end of the branch. This suggests that these positions are stabilised by π – π 









backbone and therefore the charge distribution of the branch interacts non-uniformly with the backbone. This 
effect is apparent at θB where one end of the branch is located closer to the backbone than the other. 
When an electric field is applied parallel to the backbone in the direction of E(a) (Figs. 2a), the global 
minimum at θB becomes a local minimum and the global minimum is located at θA . Meaning that through 
applying an electric field parallel to the backbone, the most stable state of the molecule can be manipulated 
and the branch of the molecule will switch due to this electric field. One can also observe that by removing 
or reversing the direction of the electric field the branch can be switched back to θB. As shown in Figs. 2c by 
applying an external field E(c) orthogonal to the molecule the global minimum of the energy curve can be 
switched to 0◦, whereas a field E(d) causes no such crossover.  
To study the effect of the external electric field in transport properties of the dumbbell molecule, 
consider the molecule connected to two gold electrodes in a junction, as shown in Fig.3a. Since we are 
interested in two-terminal switch, we focus on the effect of the source-drain electric field induced by gold 
electrodes (electric field parallel to the molecule Fig.1a,b). By contacting the left and right C60 to gold 
electrodes, electrons entering the leads from external reservoirs have Fermi distributions given by fL(E) and fR(E) and the Landauer formula [45] gives: 
 
I= 2e
h ∫ dE T(E)+∞-∞ �𝑓𝐿(𝐸) − 𝑓𝑅(𝐸)�                                                      (1) 
 
where the electronic charge e= |e|, h is Plank’s constant and T(E) is the transmission coefficient for electrons 





Figure 3.  (a) the molecular structure within the junction. (b) A contour plot of the local density of states of the gas-
phase molecule at θ=60o (right) and θ=0o (left).  (c) and (d) A contour plot of the conductance G/G0 and current I/I0 
(I0 = 2e2/h x 1volt = 77 nA) through the dumbbell molecule between two gold electrodes against angle θo and EF (eV) at 
room temperature.  
 
The transmission coefficients T(E) were calculated using GOLLUM [46] which is a newly developed 
simulation tool for electron, thermal and spin transport using the same method as described in [47]. Close to 
equilibrium f𝐿,𝑅(E)=�1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜇𝐿,𝑅)�−1 where 𝜇𝐿,𝑅 = 𝐸−𝐸𝐹𝐿,𝑅𝑘𝐵𝑇 , EF𝐿  (EFR) is the Fermi energy of the left (right) 
reservoir and T is the temperature. As shown by the transmission curves in figure SI-1, transport is HOMO 
dominated. Figure 3b shows contour plots of the local density of states (LDOS) around the HOMO of the 
isolated molecule for two different rotation angles. These plots show that the HOMO is extended, but not 
symmetric. This demonstrates why the transmission coefficient does not approach unity on resonance, 
because it is well known that the transmission coefficient is less than unity in asymmetric systems, such as 
the structure in Figure 1 (see eg [47-49]). At zero temperature and finite voltage EF𝐿=EF+ eV2   and EFR=EF- eV2  
the current could be calculated as, 









Therefore the electrical conductance G= I V�   is obtained by averaging T(E) over an energy window of width 
eV centred upon the Fermi energy. The Fermi functions can then be Taylor expanded over the range eV to 
give the electrical conductance in the zero-voltage but finite temperature limit by  
 G= I V� =G0 ∫ dE T(E) (− df(E)dE )+∞-∞                                                       (3) 
 
which represents a thermal average of T(E) over an energy window of kBT where kB is the Boltzmann 
constant. As the normalised probability distribution − df(E)dE  has a width of approximately kBT so in the limit 
of zero voltage and zero temperature G=G0T(EF). Fig. 3c (3d) shows the changes in the conductance (current) 
of the dumbell molecule placed between two gold electrodes for different angles between the rotor and 
molecular backbone. The conductance and therefore current is reduced significantly at θA = 60◦ and θB = 240◦ 
where the minima of UBSC occur.  
 
 
Figure 4 The weighted current in the blue curve from Eqn.5 and the NDR (shown by the green curve as dI/dV) for 
applied bias between 0 and 1 V. The prominent NDR features are seen at a bias voltage between 0.0 and 0.1 volts and 
0.6 and 0.7 volts for the device. 
 
To include the effect of the parallel electric field due to the source-drain voltage V and induced rotation of 
the rotor, we use the energy lanscape UBSC(θ,V) to construct the probability function  
 p(θ,V)=A exp(- UBSC(θ,V)kBT )                                      (4) 
 
where A is a normalisation constant and compute the average current at voltage V using the relation 
 





The blue curve in Fig. 4 shows the weighted current at room temperature for applied biases between -1 and 1 
V. By differentiating the current with respect to the bias voltage V, one obtains the differential conductance 
(green dashed line) of the device, which clearly shows regions of negative differential resistance (NDR) 
behaviour arising from the change in the energy landscape. The higher NDR effect occurs in the bias interval 
of [0.6, 0.7] V, although there is also a smaller NDR region at low bias voltage ~0.05 V. 
At zero temperature, the rotation angle coincides with the global minimum of the energy curves. For 
example in figure 2a, at zero bias (black curve) the energy minimum corresponds to an angle of 240 degrees, 
whereas at for a field of 3.5V/nm parallel to the backbone, (blue curve) the energy minimum corresponds to 
410 degrees. This demonstrates that such a field can cause the pendant group to rotate through 170 degrees. 
On the other hand, figure 2b shows that a field in the opposite direction does not shift the global minimum 
and therefore does not cause the pendant group to rotate. Similarly figure 2c shows that a field perpendicular 
to the backbone can shift the minimum to 360 degrees. It is these conformational change which cause the 
NDR, because the gating of the backbone due to the dipole moment of the pendant group is angle dependent. 
It should be noted that the applied field does not rotate the pendant group by 360 degrees. Nevertheless the 
voltage-dependent the energy landscapes UBSC(θ,V) shown in figure 2 and the associated changes in the 
distribution of rotation angles p(θ,V)  is sufficient to produce NDR. At finite temperature, the minima in UBSC(θ,V) correspond to the most-probable rotation angles, but other angles can be sampled, according to the 
Boltzmann factor in equation (4).  
 
Conclusion 
We have examined the change in conformation of a molecular-scale rotator attached via a backbone to two 
C60 anchor groups, which in turn are connected to gold electrodes. Our aim was to determine if an applied 
source-drain bias could cause the equilibrium angle of the rotator to change, leading to a non-linear current-
voltage relation. Our results confirm that such a non-linearity indeed occurs and is strong enough to lead to a 
pronounced negative differential resistance region at relatively-low bias in the range [0.6, 0.7] volts. The 
underlying mechanism is that the dipole moment of the pendant group electrostatically gates the backbone 
states and this gating is angle dependent. Such NDR behaviour is potentially of interest for molecular-scale 
electronic applications such as single-molecule Gunn oscillators. The device studied in this paper utilises C60 
terminal groups attached to gold electrodes. These groups reduce the overall magnitude of the current and 
therefore for the future, it would be of interest to improve this proof of principle device, by utilising 
alternative combinations of terminal groups and electrodes, which increase the current. One such possibility 
would be planar anchor groups on graphene electrodes, which are currently under development in a number 
of groups [50-52] and allow the imposition of an external electric field via a nearby gate. 
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